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R E S EA R CH L E T T E R
Factor V Leiden interferes with protein S activity assay
Constitutional protein S (PS) deficiencies are strongly associated with

venous thromboembolism (VTE). PS deficiency prevalence is about 2%

in patients with VTE compared with 0.03% to 0.1% in general popula-

tion [1]. Several guidelines for first-line diagnostic assay are currently

used. The Groupe Français d’études sur l’Hémostase et la Thrombose

recommends to first measure PS activity (PSa) when screening for PS

deficiency [2], whereas the International Society on Thrombosis and

Haemostasis and the British Society of Haematology guidelines

recommend to measure plasma free PS (FPS) then PSa only in case of

decreased FPS or discordant symptoms [3,4]. PSa is evaluated through

the clotting time of amixture of platelet poor plasma (PPP), PS-deficient

plasma, and activated protein C. Overestimation of PSa is frequent in

case of lupus anticoagulant, high-dose heparin, and direct oral antico-

agulants. On the contrary, underestimation of PSa is caused by high

factor (F) VIII (FVIII) levels and activated protein C resistance (aPCR),

mainly due to factor V Leiden (FVL) [2]. Indeed, FVL is responsible for a

change in the cleavage site that allows activated protein C (PC) to

inactivate the activated factor V (FVa). Although it is hypothesized that

aPCR interference can be reduced by adding bovine Va, such as in

Staclot Protein S (Diagnostica Stago), previous studies have shown in

limited patient cohorts (from 11 to 24 patients) that this interference

remained [5–7]. Here, we report a retrospective study done on a larger

cohort to determine whether FVL caused interferences for PSa mea-

surements when done in presence of bovine Va.

In this retrospective study, approved by the institutional Ethics

Board (CE-2022-81), adult patients included were either outpatients

or inpatients at the University Hospital of Strasbourg (Alsace,

France) from December 2009 to December 2020. Sex (according to

patient’s medical record), age, and laboratory results (PSa, pro-

thrombin time [PT], and FVL status) were retrospectively consoli-

dated. The inclusion criteria were as follows: patients over 18 years

old for whom a FVL test and a measurement of PSa have been

performed. In addition, only patients for whom a PT was performed

on the same sample as PSa were included. Exclusion criteria were

incomplete laboratory data, abnormal PT (to limit bias due to anti-

coagulation, especially vitamin K antagonists) and underaged pa-

tients. Patients were then assigned either to FVL+ group or to FVL-

group according to their FVL status. Then, to limit bias due to the

influence of sex and age on PSa, patients within each FVL group

were segregated into 3 subgroups according to their sex and age:

adult men aged >18 years, women aged between 18 and 50 years,
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and women >50 years. Patient blood specimens were drawn into BD

Vacutainer glass citrated tubes with 0.129 M of trisodium citrate

(Becton Dickinson). PPP were then prepared by double-spin

centrifugation at 2,500 g for 10 minutes at 20 ◦C. PPP aliquots

were stored in polypropylene tubes at ≤ −20 ◦C. On the same

sample, PSa was measured with Staclot Protein S containing bovine

FVa (Diagnostica Stago) and PT was measured with Neoplastine CI

or NeoPTimal reagents (Diagnostica Stago), on a STA-R Evolution or

a STA-R Max analyzer (Diagnostica Stago) [8]. The FVL status was

used as the substitution control and was determined with real-time

PCR FVL kit (Roche) on a Roche Diagnostics LightCycler (Roche).

Mean age (years), PSa and PT were compared according to FVL

status using a parametric t-test with an alpha risk set at 5%. Asso-

ciation between sex and FVL status was tested by chi-squared test

with Yates’s correction test or Fisher’s exact test for smaller group

and alpha risk set to 5%. A P value ≤ .05 was considered statistically

significant. Analyses were performed with Prism version 6.05

(GraphPad Software).

One thousand and thirty-four patients were included in this

study, with 362 (35%) men and 672 (65%) women and a mean age of

45.4 years (95% CI: [44.5; 46.4]). The mean PT value was 93.6% (95%

CI: [93.1; 94.1]) and the mean PSa was 90.6% (95% CI: [89.1; 92.2]).

PSa was significantly lower (P < .001) within the FVL positive group

(mean: 79.8%; 95% CI: [77.0; 82.5]) compared to the FVL negative

group (mean: 93.6%; 95% CI: [91.8; 95.4]). Age and sex had no sig-

nificant impact on aPCR status. Mean PSa were significantly

different (P < .001) between homozygous FVL patients (61.60%),

heterozygous patients (80.64%), and FVL negative patients (93.56%)

(Figure A). No significant difference was found when age, sex, and

mean PT were considered. Three subgroups were sorted out, con-

sisting in 362 men aged ≥18 years, 473 women aged between 18

and 50 years, and 199 women aged >50 years. Within each sub-

group, no significant difference was observed as to mean PT or mean

age between FVL+ and FVL− patients. Mean PSa was still signifi-

cantly different between FVL− and FVL+ patients (P < .001) (Figure

B).

PS investigation is essential for optimal management of throm-

bophilia workups as its deficiency is a risk factor for VTE. First-line

laboratory assays are generally either FPS or PSa measurements.

The latter are known to be sensitive to aPCR and thus to FVL mu-

tations [7]. Therefore, it was suggested to add bovine FVa to
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F I GUR E (A) Variation in protein S activity according to the

whole cohort and factor V Leiden mutation. FVL, factor V Leiden;

HMZ, homozygous; HTZ, heterozygous. *: P value < .001. (B)

Protein S activity value according to sex and age. M+ = Male aged

>18 years with a positive FVL status, M− = male aged >18 years

with a negative FVL status, W 18-50 + = women aged between 18

and 50 years with a positive FVL status, W 18-50 − = women aged

between 18 and 50 years with a negative FVL status. W >50 + =

women aged >50 years with a positive FVL status, W >50 − =

women aged >50 years with a negative FVL status. *: P value <

.001. N represents the sample size.
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overcome this interference. In this retrospective study on 1,034 pa-

tients, we highlighted that FVL interfered on PSa assay, despite bovine

Va addition. Indeed, there was a significant difference in PSa mea-

surement regarding the FVL status. This interference had already

been described, but only within small patient cohorts (< 25 patients)

[9]. Moreover, 2 of these studies determined aPCR status with a
functional coagulation assay, which is known to be less specific than

molecular biology. Therefore, our study is the first to demonstrate the

interference on a statistically adequate cohort including >1000 pa-

tients with a highly specific method regarding FVL status. The risk of

PS deficiency misdiagnosis should be taken in account since FVL

prevalence is about 3% to 5% in Caucasian population and even

reaches 9% to 10% in some regions such as Alsace (France), Sweden,

or Cyprus [10]. Few alternatives to limit this interference have been

suggested. For instance, it is possible to dilute patient plasmas to

reduce FVL impact on PSa measurement, this improves assay speci-

ficity [9]. FPS measurement is also an alternative since it is not

influenced by FVL. However, FPS cannot detect type II PS deficiency.

A reliable assay is still, therefore, mandatory. Limitations of this study

are its retrospective nature and a possible bias due to anticoagulation

(especially direct oral anticoagulants and vitamin K antagonists) since

these data were not collected. Nevertheless, this bias seems limited as

patients with abnormal PT were excluded, a large number of patients

were included, and there was no statistical difference as to sex, age, or

PT between the FVL+ and FVL− groups. To finish, due to ethical

constraints, the impact of race or ethnicity of participants on inter-

ference could not be assessed. In conclusion, this study provided

strong argument to prove the persistence of FVL interference during

PSa exploration despite bovine Va addition within reagents. Pathol-

ogists and clinicians need to be aware of this FVL interference, to

avoid PS deficiency misdiagnosis.
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